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ABSTRACT: Photovoltaic (PV) absorbers are key components of
PV cells used to harvest solar energy, which is an attractive
renewable energy resource. In this study, a high-throughput
computational screening is conducted to discover potential PV
absorbers. While direct-gap semiconductors are usually favored as
PV absorbers, herein, we focus on indirect-gap semiconductors that
could exhibit a long lifetime of photocarriers because of the low
probability of band-to-band recombination, enabling high-perform-
ance PV cells. From the Materials Project database, we screen
semiconductors considering the direct band gap, the difference
between the direct and indirect band gaps, and the effective mass of
carriers as selection metrics. Taking low costs and earth abundance
of constituent elements into account, we suggest GeAs2, SiAs2, and
NaSbS2 as particularly promising indirect-gap semiconductors. Their
absorption and defect properties are analyzed in detail, providing a route to engineering materials with high efficiency.

1. INTRODUCTION

The unprecedented increase in human population over the
past few decades has led to massive consumption of fossil fuels
such as coal, oil, and natural gas to meet the growing demands
for energy. Unfortunately, fossil fuels are nonrenewable
resources that take millions of years to form but cannot be
readily restocked once exhausted. Furthermore, burning fossil
fuels results in emission of greenhouse gases, such as carbon
dioxide (CO2), thus exacerbating global warming. To over-
come these drawbacks associated with fossil fuels, significant
efforts have been put into developing technologies to harvest
eco-friendly renewable energy resources such as solar, wind,
and geothermal energy.1

Among various types of known renewable energy resources,
solar energy is particularly appealing due to its wide availability
as well as facile transformation into electricity through
photovoltaic (PV) cells. The performance of a PV cell depends
on the material that absorbs photons to generate electron and
hole carriers and deliver photogenerated carriers to the outer
circuit.2−4 Currently, Si is widely used as a PV absorber
because of its abundance on earth and low costs. Moreover,
technologies to process Si are already well developed.5

However, despite its favorable band gap (∼1.1 eV), Si poorly
absorbs visible light due to the indirect nature of the gap.
Consequently, thick Si wafers are required to absorb light over
broad frequencies above the band gap, which degrades power
conversion efficiency (PCE) due to enhanced nonradiative
recombination and increases the cost of Si solar cells.4 On the
other hand, direct-gap semiconductors such as GaAs6 and

Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S)2 (CIGS)
7 have better absorption properties

than Si, but they are made of expensive elements such as In
and Ga.4,6 As such, their application is limited to niche markets
where efficiency is the foremost concern. Recently, halide
perovskites such as methylammonium lead iodine
(CH3NH3PbI3) have emerged as an exciting class of
semiconductors for application as PV absorbers.8−10 Interest-
ingly, in spite of short research history, the efficiency of
perovskite-based PV cells is comparable to those of traditional
PV cells.11 However, halide perovskites suffer from various
thermodynamic and chemical instabilities associated with
organic molecules, which impedes commercialization of PV
cells based on these materials.12,13

As discussed in the above, currently known PV absorbers
have their own disadvantages, and thus new materials that are
free from such drawbacks are in demand. In this study, to
discover new interesting PV absorbers, we screen physical
properties of semiconductors by exploring a large publicly
available computational database and performing additional
high-throughput first-principles calculations. There exist
several studies on identifying efficient PV absorbers via high-
throughput computational screening.14−17 In those works,
indirect-gap semiconductors were not paid attention as much
as direct-gap materials because of weak absorption of light.
However, recent works on perovskite-based solar cells indicate
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that the indirect nature of the band gap retards band-to-band
recombination, which can positively affect PCE of the PV
cell.18,19 Motivated by these observations, in the present work,
we focus on indirect semiconductors. We screen 56447
inorganic materials whose band structures are provided in
the Materials Project (MP) database.20 By considering the
direct band gap, difference between the direct and indirect
band gaps, and the effective mass, we select 31 candidates.
When the earth abundance and material cost are taken into
account, we find that GeAs2, SiAs2, and NaSbS2 are particularly
promising. The computed absorption coefficients confirm that
these indirect-gap semiconductors absorb visible light
efficiently. By further studying native defects, we provide
guidelines to optimize growth conditions that can minimize
efficiency loss due to defects.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. Effective Mass Calculation. The effective mass
tensor of semiconductors is obtained through the Boltzmann
transport theory with a constant relaxation time.21,22 To this
end, we carry out first-principles calculations using the Vienna
Ab-Initio Simulation Package (VASP) code within the PAW
formalism.23,24 We use the PBE functional to calculate the
exchange-correlation potential.25 The cutoff energy of plane
wave basis is automatically controlled by setting the PREC tag
in the VASP code as “High”. The atomic structures of the
target materials are obtained from the MP database.20 The
Boltzmann transport calculation requires a very fine k-point
mesh to ensure a satisfactory convergence of results. Thus, the
band structure that is obtained on a coarse k-point grid is
interpolated on a finer k-point grid using the Fourier
transformation employing BoltzTrap2.26

2.2. Hybrid Functional Calculations. We use the HSE06
functional with 25% mixing of the exact-exchange energy.27,28

The cutoff energy of the plane wave basis is set to 300 eV, and
the k-point mesh is adjusted to ensure energy convergence
within 10 meV/atom. The atomic structure is relaxed until
forces acting on each atom become <0.05 eV/Å. In the case of
layered materials, we consider van der Waals interactions using
the approach proposed by Grimme et al.29

2.3. Optical Absorption Coefficient. To obtain the
optical absorption spectrum, we initially evaluate the imaginary
part of dielectric functions (ϵ2) within the independent-particle
approximation using PBE, and the real part (ϵ1) is obtained by
the Kramers−Kronig transformation of ϵ2. The optical
absorption coefficient is then computed as follows:

α ω=
ϵ + ϵ − ϵ

c
2

2ij
ij ij ij1,

2
2,

2
1

(1)

where ω and c are the photon frequency and speed of light,
respectively. i and j in eq 1 denote the Cartesian axis. By
applying the scissor operator, we rigidly shift the calculated
absorption spectrum to match the direct band gap obtained
from the HSE06 calculations. The validity of this scissor-
operator approximation was verified in an earlier work.30

3. RESULTS

3.1. Design of PV Absorbers. 3.1.1. Target Material
Properties. The performance of a PV cell is measured by its
maximum PCE (ηmax):

2

η =
I V

P
FF

max
SC OC

in (2)

where ISC is a short-circuit current (photogenerated current
through an external circuit at zero bias) and VOC is the open-
circuit voltage at which the current does not flow along the
circuit, which corresponds to the highest voltage that the PV
cell can produce. ISC and VOC are the intrinsic figures of merit
of the PV cell. In eq 2, FF is the fill factor which is a measure of
PV cell quality, and Pin is the input power from incident light.
Shockley and Queisser (S−Q) derived the thermodynamic

limit of ηmax for a single p−n junction PV cell as a function of
the band gap (Eg) of semiconductors using the detailed
balance.31 (In this work, Eg means the fundamental band gap,
referring to the smallest difference in energies between
conduction and valence bands, regardless of its nature.)
According to their theory, the best PV absorber has Eg of 1.3
eV with ηmax of 33%. Such an optimal band gap results from
opposing dependences of ISC and VOC on Eg; the large band
gap increases VOC but reduces ISC by suppressing absorption of
sunlight. However, many materials with Eg close to 1.3 eV
exhibit poor ηmax,

4 implying that Eg alone is insufficient as a
metric for material selection.
To identify material properties that are necessary for

selecting potential PV absorbers, we examine the light-to-
electricity conversion process in Figure 1. Upon illumination

with light with photon energies above the band gap, electrons
and holes are generated in semiconductors [path (1) in Figure
1] and carry photocurrents. Thus, strong optical absorption is
essential to increase ISC. Because indirect transitions are
inefficient compared to direct ones, good absorbers should
have a direct band gap (Eg

dir) optimal for strong absorption of
photons in the visible range.
Electron (hole) carriers created by absorbing high-energy

photons initially occupy high-energy states in conduction
(valence) bands. These hot carriers lose excess energies via
electron−phonon interactions, which is called thermalization.
Such thermalization processes occur within tens of femto-
seconds, which is much faster than recombination processes.32

Thus, carriers relax down to band edges [path (2) in Figure 1]
before recombination.
To convert into currents through the outer circuit,

photocarriers should diffuse and arrive at electrodes. There-
fore, a large diffusion length of photocarriers is beneficial for
achieving high ISC. This means that recombination of
photocarriers, which determines the carrier lifetime, should
be suppressed. In addition, recombination adversely affects

Figure 1. Dynamic processes occurring in PV absorbers: (1) light
absorption, (2) thermalization, (3) band-to-band recombination, and
defect-induced (4) electron and (5) hole trapping.
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VOC which corresponds to the splitting of quasi-Fermi levels of
electrons and holes under illumination; a short carrier lifetime
due to recombination weakens splitting by reducing the
number of photocarriers occupying the valence and con-
duction bands in the steady state.33 Among several
recombination mechanisms, crucial are band-to-band radiative
recombination [path (3) in Figure 1] and defect-induced
recombination [paths (4) and (5) in Figure 1 for electron and
hole traps, respectively], which is also called the Shockley−
Read−Hall (SRH) recombination.34−36 In suppressing band-
to-band recombination, the indirect gap would be beneficial
because the indirect transition is less probable than direct one.
On the other hand, the SRH recombination is mostly
nonradiative, and its rate increases significantly with defect
concentrations. Here the energy level of the defect state is
another important factor determining the SRH recombination
rate; defects with levels near the midgap are likely to be more
active than others with levels close to band edges because of
moderate capture rates for both electron and hole carriers.37,38

As a result, PV absorbers should have low defect concen-
trations, particularly of defects generating midgap levels.
Lastly, good transport properties are necessary for the facile

extraction of photocarriers. According to the Drude model, the
carrier mobility is inversely proportional to the effective mass,
and therefore small effective masses in both valence and
conduction bands are desirable.
3.1.2. Computational Screening. The overall workflow

used for screening is present in Figure 2. To find potential PV

absorbers possessing both low band-to-band recombination
rates and strong absorption of the visible light, we begin with
searching the MP database20 for indirect semiconductors with
Eg
dir between 0.8 and 1.9 eV. According to the S−Q criteria,

this range of Eg
dir ensures that the theoretical limit of ηmax is

higher than 25% when Eg
dir = Eg. In addition, this condition of

the direct band gap would allow the strong absorption of
visible light, thereby alleviating the requirement of a large
thickness of absorbers. As the generalized gradient approx-

imation (GGA) that was used to produce band structures in
the MP underestimates the band gap of semiconductors by
30%−40%,39 we consider factors of 0.6 and 0.7 for the lower
and upper bounds of the target range of Eg

dir, respectively, when
selecting PV absorber materials. That is to say, we select
materials satisfying 0.48 eV ≤ GGA Eg

dir ≤ 1.33 eV. Herein, we
filter out materials that are predicted to be thermodynamically
unstable or decompose into other phases by removing
materials with the positive enthalpy of formation or convex
hull value in the MP database. Semiconductors including 3d
transition metals (Sc, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni) are also
excluded as they typically exhibit large effective masses due to
the strongly localized nature of 3d states.21 We limit the
maximum number of constituent elements to three because
diverse composition may increase the efforts required to
optimize growth conditions.
From the initial screening of 56447 inorganic materials for

which the MP database provide the band structure, we identify
616 materials, and the distribution of their band gaps is shown
in Figure 3. Note that all the screened materials lie in the

lower-right triangle because the band gap is indirect [Eg
dir > Eg

ind

(indirect band gap)]. For the next stage of screening, we apply
a boundary condition to the band-gap difference ΔEg = Eg

dir −
Eg
ind. If ΔEg is too small, direct band-to-band recombination

would be still significant because of thermal effects. Therefore,
we set the lower limit of ΔEg to 0.05 eV. On the other hand,
because VOC scales with Eg, a large ΔEg would undermine VOC
even if the indirect nature may increase VOC by retarding band-
to-band recombination. A proper upper limit of ΔEg can be
determined via the following equation.40

i
k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzz= −qV E k T

N N
np

lnOC g B
c v

(3)

where q, kB, and T are the electron charge, the Boltzmann
constant, and temperature, respectively, Nc(v) is the effective
density of states in the conduction (valence) band, and n (p)
denotes the concentration of the photoexcited electron (hole)
carriers at quasi-equilibrium. As current is zero in the open-
circuit condition, the generation rate (Ge−h) should be equal to
the recombination rate (Re−h). If the PV absorber has a high
crystallinity or contains none of the defects with subgap states
around the midgap, radiative recombination will be dominant
such that Re−h = kradnp, where krad is a bimolecular coefficient
of radiative recombination. Under such conditions, the open-
circuit condition can be written as follows:

Figure 2. Workflow of screening for PV absorbers with indirect gaps.

Figure 3. Distribution of direct and indirect band gaps obtained using
GGA calculations on 617 indirect-gap semiconductors chosen from
the initial screening (see the main text). The region where 0.05 eV <
Eg
dir − Eg

ind < 0.15 eV is shaded in red.
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=−G k npe h rad (4)

Eliminating np in eq 3 using eq 4 leads to

i
k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzz= −

−
qV E k T

k N N
G

lnOC g B
rad c v

e h (5)

Equation 5 clearly shows the advantage of small krad of indirect-
gap materials when compared to direct-gap materials. For
instance, direct-gap materials such as GaAs and CdTe have krad
values of ∼10−10 cm3/s, while the corresponding value is ∼4 ×
10−13 cm3/s in weakly indirect-gap materials like
CH3NH3PbI3.

18 As a result, the loss in VOC due to radiative
recombination is smaller in the latter by ∼0.14 V when all
other parameters remain the same. However, as ΔEg becomes
larger, Eg decreases, which detrimentally affects VOC. There-
fore, ΔEg should not be larger than a benefit in qVOC arising
from low band-to-band recombination rate.
This benefit of the indirect nature of the band gap was not

noticed in previous screening studies using spectroscopic
limited maximum efficiency (SLME), which extends the S−Q
limit by considering the absorption spectrum and film
thickness in the determination of the efficiency as a main
selection metric.15−17 In the SLME metric, the presence of
lower indirect gaps is assumed to deteriorate VOC of PV cells
by increasing a chance of nonradiative recombination.
However, as found by Bercx et al.,41 applying the SLME
metric to indirect-gap semiconductors is unfair, producing zero
VOC (as a result, zero PCE) of solar cells using Si, a prototype
indirect-gap semiconductor widely used as a PV absorber. In
experiments, Si solar cells were reported to retain substantial
VOC up to ∼0.73 V, yielding ∼25% of PCE, which corresponds
to almost 70% of its Eg/q. This ratio, namely qVOC/Eg, is
comparable to those of solar cells employing direct-gap
semiconductors (80% of GaAs, 65% of CIGS, and 58% of
CdTe).4 We think that nonradiative recombination loss cannot
be simply estimated by the nature of the band gap. It is rather
associated with other properties such as defects.
On the other hand, our justification of the range of ΔEg for

the screening, particularly the lower bound, is rather
qualitative. Elaborate physical models to evaluate the
recombination rate in consideration of the full electronic
band structure as well as electron−phonon interactions and its
impact on ISC and VOC should be developed to precisely
determine the optimal range of ΔEg.
On the basis of the foregoing discussions, we apply the

condition of 0.05 eV ≤ ΔEg ≤ 0.15 eV to further narrow down
the list of candidates (see shaded region in Figure 3), assuming
that the band-gap difference is reliable in the GGA calculations
used for screening. (It was shown by Yim et al. that the band
structure shifts rigidly in most materials when the hybrid
functional is used.42) This leads to a smaller group of
candidates, including 215 semiconductors.
Next, we conduct high-throughput calculations to evaluate

the effective masses of electron (me*) and hole (mh*) for
materials selected in the previous step. The effective mass is a
tensor that may exhibit strong anisotropy, especially in the case
of layered materials. Such anisotropic materials can be useful if
the crystal direction is controlled properly. Therefore, to
include them, we consider the lowest of the diagonal
components. The results are displayed in Figure 4, which
shows that mh* tends to be larger than me*. The high PCE
requires that both types of carriers exhibit good transport
properties. This can be reflected in the screening process by

requiring that both me* and mh* be smaller than 0.5me, where
me is the electron mass. We note that effective masses from
GGA calculations tend to underestimate experimental values.43

This means that materials with large GGA effective masses are
hardly expected to exhibit the favorable transport properties
although other factors such as scattering time also affect them.
In Figure 4, we find that 31 candidates are included in the
sweet spot and their properties, obtained using GGA
calculations, are listed in Table 1 along with their MP id’s.
Note that traditional PV absorbers such as Si, GaAs, and
CIGSs are not included in Table 1 because they do not meet
the present band-gap criterion.
We used the direct band gap as a rough descriptor for the

absorption properties for the screening. Even if we do not
consider absorption spectra explicitly, most of materials
excluded by the band-gap criteria would be less promising
than the selected ones, regardless of the absorption strength
above the gap due to opposing dependences of ISC and VOC on
Eg.
Our computational screening relied on results from GGA

calculations, which is a practical way we can choose with
reasonably generous limits. There are more sophisticated
approaches to predict optical and electrical properties such as
the GW method, time-dependent DFT, and Bethe−Salpeter
equations. However, these methods are computationally so
demanding that they cannot be employed for screening over
thousands of materials currently.

3.2. Promising Materials: SiAs2, GeAs2, and NaSbS2.
The materials present in Table 1 were selected by considering
several physical properties relevant for a PV absorber.
However, although such materials have potentials for high
PCE of the PV cell, if the production is expensive and/or the
constituent elements are scarce, such materials are difficult to
be used as absorbers practically. Accordingly, the compounds
including noble or rare-earth elements such as Ho2TeO2 and
Ag3SnP7 are less attractive than the others. Furthermore, Table
1 contains several compounds like Ba(GeP)2 and La10Se19 that
have not been synthesized experimentally. Further inves-
tigations on the stability of such materials therefore are needed,
even if they are predicted to be stable theoretically.
In light of the above discussions, GeAs2, SiAs2, and NaSbS2

are of greater interest than the others because they consist of
cheap and abundant elements and have been synthesized.44,45

In the following subsections, we examine their absorption
coefficient (α) as a function of the photon energy, which is a
critical factor affecting PCE, noting that the dipole transition

Figure 4. Distribution of the effective masses of electron and hole
carriers of 215 indirect-gap semiconductors. The red-shaded region
represents the sweet spot in which the effective masses of both
electrons and holes are smaller than 0.5.
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above Eg
dir is not always guaranteed. For instance, In2O3 has the

direct band gap of 2.9 eV, but the optical absorption effectively
occurs above 3.7 eV because the dipole transitions below 3.7
eV are forbidden due to orbital symmetry.46 We also
investigate formation energies of point defects which can
have a detrimental effect on PCE by acting as nonradiative
recombination centers for photocarriers. The analysis on
defects associated with nonradiative recombination may
suggest optimal growth conditions that can help to reduce
the concentration of such defects.
3.2.1. Absorption Coefficient. The crystal structures of

MAs2 (Figure 5a), where M = Ge or Si, and NaSbS2 (Figure
5b) are based on the orthorhombic and monoclinic lattice,
respectively (their band structures calculated by using the

HSE06 hybrid functional are present in Figure S1). Figure 6
shows their absorption spectrum. Because of their structural
anisotropy, the absorption coefficient slightly varies depending
on the polarization axis of light. It is noted that the absorption
coefficient starts to rise at the corresponding direct band gaps,
indicating optical transition near the direct band gap is dipole-
allowed in all of the three materials. As a result, the absorption
of visible light is significant within absorption coefficients
ranging over 104−105 cm−1. Such magnitudes of absorption
coefficient have been found in direct-band-gap semiconductors
like GaAs, but an order of magnitude higher than that of Si.47

However, the increment of absorption coefficients with respect
to the photon energy is rather slow around the direct band gap
in these materials, reaching 104 cm−1 above the absorption
onsets by 0.1−0.3 eV depending on the polarization direction
of light and materials. Nevertheless, the computed SLME (we
assume the candidates are direct-gap semiconductors)
indicates that they absorb sunlight enough to yield PCEs
comparable with that of GaAs17 (see Figure S2).

3.2.2. Point Defects. We calculate the defect formation
energy (Ef) of native defects such as vacancies and self-
interstitials as follows48

∑ μ[ ] = [ ] − [ ] − + + ΔE D E D E n qEcrystalq q

i
i i

qf
tot tot F

(6)

Table 1. MP-id and Direct and Indirect Band Gaps as Well as the Lowest Component of the Electron and Hole Effective Mass
Tensors of 31 Candidates Obtained by Using GGA Calculations (Values in Parentheses Represent the Harmonic Mean of the
Effective Masses)

materials MP-id GGA Eg
dir GGA Eg

ind me* mh*

Tl2SnTe3 mp-28662 0.59 0.49 0.29 (0.45) 0.17 (0.32)
Ag3SnP7 mp-29849 0.63 0.51 0.23 (0.38) 0.36 (0.68)
Ba(GeP)2 mp-27809 0.62 0.51 0.28 (0.33) 0.34 (0.36)
BaGe2 mp-2139 0.63 0.53 0.41 (0.67) 0.26 (0.46)
La10Se19 mp-8866 0.69 0.58 0.38 (0.45) 0.36 (0.54)
Ho2TeO2 mp-768908 0.71 0.59 0.35 (0.39) 0.37 (0.53)
Tl9SbTe6 mp-34292 0.72 0.61 0.17 (0.21) 0.42 (0.46)
Ca3(GeAs2)2 mp-18504 0.71 0.62 0.39 (0.63) 0.30 (0.44)
TlAgTe mp-5874 0.69 0.64 0.23 (0.25) 0.46 (0.61)
Te2Br mp-27648 0.76 0.66 0.22 (0.51) 0.43 (0.70)
NaBiSe2 mp-35015 0.80 0.71 0.11 (0.14) 0.16 (0.24)
GeAs2 mp-17524 0.79 0.71 0.11 (0.18) 0.37 (0.68)
RbAuBr3 mp-27300 0.81 0.73 0.35 (0.37) 0.44 (0.71)
Hg2AsF6 mp-540925 0.83 0.74 0.08 (0.25) 0.10 (0.28)
Sr3(GeAs2)2 mp-17504 0.88 0.78 0.44 (0.64) 0.33 (0.55)
LiBiS2 mp-33526 0.90 0.81 0.16 (0.23) 0.10 (0.15)
BeP2 mp-27148 0.93 0.83 0.42 (0.48) 0.44 (0.44)
Ca(ZnP)2 mp-9569 1.00 0.88 0.25 (0.34) 0.42 (0.46)
CsAcTe2 mp-867341 1.01 0.88 0.38 (0.38) 0.38 (0.38)
NaSbS2 mp-5414 0.98 0.88 0.10 (0.12) 0.31 (0.34)
Sr3(GeP2)2 mp-18351 0.98 0.92 0.50 (0.81) 0.34 (0.61)
Cs3Ge4Au mp-510341 1.06 0.93 0.50 (0.77) 0.16 (0.45)
Ga2Te5 mp-2371 1.01 0.96 0.19 (0.21) 0.46 (0.54)
K2Te2As mp-29380 1.04 0.96 0.22 (0.54) 0.26 (0.68)
CsTeSe3 mp-9462 1.03 0.98 0.30 (0.55) 0.31 (0.43)
Sr4Sb2O mp-755293 1.11 0.98 0.20 (0.27) 0.43 (0.58)
NaMgSb mp-7090 1.13 1.04 0.41 (0.43) 0.36 (0.48)
WBr6 mp-28483 1.14 1.07 0.33 (0.37) 0.31 (0.35)
AlSb mp-2624 1.28 1.23 0.22 (0.22) 0.32 (0.32)
Cs2PtC2 mp-505825 1.32 1.27 0.18 (0.41) 0.17 (0.51)
SiAs2 mp-978553 1.03 0.88 0.13 (0.29) 0.21 (0.45)

Figure 5. Crystal structures of MAs2 (M = Si or Ge) and NaSbS2.
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where Etot[D
q] and Etot[crystal] are the total energies of a

supercell including a defect in charge state q and a perfect
crystal, respectively, ni is the number of atoms of type i that are
removed from (ni < 0) or added to (ni > 0) supercells with the
chemical potential of μi, and EF denotes the Fermi level,
referenced to the valence band maximum (VBM). In eq 6, the
finite cell size correction, Δq, is applied following the scheme
suggested by Freysoldt et al.49,50 The boundary values for μi
are determined by imposing conditions of the phase stability
(see the Supporting Information for details about the
determination of μi). To obtain reliable defect properties, we
use the HSE06 functional that is known to produce accurate
electronic and atomic structures of semiconductors.27,28

Figures 7a and 7b show the formation energies of native
defects of GeAs2 in As-poor and As-rich conditions,
respectively. We only present the formation energy of defects
in the stable charge state, which is indicated by the segment
slopes in the formation-energy plot. Kinks in the curves
correspond to transition levels between different charge states
[ε(q/q′)]. When q′ − q = 1, ε(q/q′) represents a
thermodynamic defect level whose energy position affects the
overall SRH recombination rate.37,38 In the crystalline
structure of GeAs2, there are two symmetrically nonequivalent
sites for As. Thus, we provide two independent formation
energy curves for the As vacancy (VAs1 and VAs2).
We find that the Ge interstitial (Gei) has the lowest

formation energy when the Fermi level lies below the center of
the band gap, while VAs2 does when the Fermi level is close to
the conduction band minimum, regardless of growth
conditions. These defects result in multiple defect levels in
the band gap, as shown in Figure 8. In particular, the ε(0/1+)
and ε(1+/2+) states of Gei and ε(2−/1−) and ε(1−/0) states
of VAs2 lie at 0.3 eV above the midgap position. Therefore, they
are expected to serve as efficient SRH recombination centers.
To minimize the negative impact of these defects, GeAs2
should be grown under As-rich conditions. In addition,
maintaining the Fermi level near the midgap during growth
will be helpful because both Gei and VAs2 have the high defect
formation energies. We want to note that the Fermi level of
undoped semiconductors is expected to lie around the midgap,
but compound semiconductors sometimes have been grown
with the Fermi levels near band edges due to unintentional
doping by contaminants like hydrogen.51,52 Therefore, it is
necessary to avoid unintentional doping during the growth
process.
In SiAs2, Si interstitial (Sii) and VAs1 are expected to be the

major defects when the Fermi level lies below and above the
midgap, respectively (see Figure 7c for As-rich and Figure 7d

Figure 6. Absorption coefficient calculated with respect to photon energy of (a) GeAs2, (b) SiAs2, and (c) NaSbS2. The notations xx, yy, and zz
represent the polarization axes of light.

Figure 7. Defect-formation energies of native defects in GeAs2, SiAs2,
and NaSbS2 under anion-rich [(a), (c), and (e), respectively] and
anion-poor [(b), (d), and (f), respectively] conditions.
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for As-poor conditions). As these defects develop defect levels
near the midgap region (Figure 8), they will act as critical SRH
recombination centers. Like GeAs2, SiAs2 should be grown
under As-rich conditions to suppress SRH recombination,
retaining the Fermi level near the midgap. Overall, the
influence of native defects is likely to be weaker in SiAs2
than in GeAs2 because of the larger defect-formation energies.
For NaSbS2, most of the defects do not generate defect

levels near the midgap, as shown in Figures 7e and 7f for S-rich
and S-poor conditions, respectively, implying that native
defects do not affect the performance of PV cells much.
Only Sb interstitial (Sbi) is found to create defect levels near
the midgap, but it has a large formation energy, irrespective of
the growth conditions. Therefore, NaSbS2 is expected to be
defect-tolerant.
In an earlier work,53 defect-tolerant properties of potential

PV absorbers were examined based on orbital characters of
valence and conduction bands. Such simplified analysis may be
acceptable for a screening purpose because full defect
calculations are too demanding. However, it is difficult to
rationalize this approach for a broad class of materials and
various defect types.14

4. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the present work is aimed at discovering
indirect-gap semiconductors that are potential PV absorbers.
To derive the design principles, we examined the light-to-
electricity conversion process in detail. Subsequently, we
explored the pre-existing computational database and
performed high-throughput calculations for screening potential
PV absorbers. As a result, we identified GeAs2, SiAs2, and
NaSbS2, which consist of earth-abundant and cheap elements,
as promising PV absorbers. The absorption coefficients of
these three compounds were examined as a function of photon
energies, and the results indicated that they absorb visible light
efficiently. Finally, we computed the formation energies of
native point defects in these materials offering guidelines to
optimize growth conditions. Among the three candidates,
NaSbS2 has been studied in application to PV absorbers in
recent works.17,45,54,55 Interestingly, a ηmax value of around
3.18% was reported for a NaSbS2 solar cell.

45 This efficiency is
comparable to that of initial PV cells of a similar device type
with organic−inorganic hybrid halide perovskites.56 We expect
that further optimization of device structures and improvement
in material quality would result in a higher efficiency of such
PV cells, as happened to halide perovskite solar cells. By

establishing design rules for indirect-gap semiconductors for
PV absorbers and proposing new materials, we believe that the
present work will contribute to the development of cost-
effective and high-performance PV cells.
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